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Foreword
Firstly I would like to explain how I came up to work on a Hypothesis of morphic fields.
In recent years I have studied Yoga-Philosophy in my free time. Since Astrology is also a part of Yoga,
I also have dealt with Astrology. But I couldn´t imagine why or how the planets or stars would have
an influence on us.
In August 2012, after a couple of years, a close friend suffered under a serious relapse of Crohn´s
disease again.
I checked the constellation and found out that one of the revolving Moon nodes had an exact
conjunction with the birth-Neptune of my friend. To exclude a coincidence I calculated all
conjunctions and found out, that on every direct conjunction between Neptune and one of the Moon
nodes my friend was in the hospital due to an acute relapse. This was the case exactly every 9.3
years.
The probability of a coincidence lies according to my calculations beyond 1: 3,000,000,000.
Since only approx. 10 Million people with Crohn´s disease live on this planet, it appeared obvious to
me that astrology must have a scientific background.
During my research, I came across the morphic resonance theory from Rupert Sheldrake.
Based on this theory, in the last couple of months, I developed a complete Hypothesis regarding:
Structure and function of morphic fields,
which I would like to introduce now and expose for discussion and to receive a feedback.
I am neither a scientist nor a Hindu-philosopher. This hypothesis is completely based on my own
understanding of Astrophysics, Biology, Chinese- and Hindu-Philosophy.

Hubert Rehberger
Vienna, September 2014
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General introduction to morphic fields
Before I start with the construction of morphic fields, I would like to give a brief insight to the chakrateachings of the yoga-philosophy according to my understandings.
The picture below shows the Muladhara Chakra, which in my opinion shows our world from the
perspective of morphogenetic fields.
The picture contains the following symbols:
A triangle: 3 types of neutrinos coming from the sun

Source: wiki.yoga-vidya.de

Representing the 3 Gunas: Rajas, Tamas, Sattvas
a crystal on the forehead of an elephant: Representing the morphic particle
Mula Prakriti, Dark Matter
an elephant with 7 trunks: morphic harmony
7 dhatus of Ayurveda, ~Warm Dark Matter
a coiled snake: morphic energy
Dark energy, Kundalini
4 petals: Representing the 4 cardinal points of Vastu-Purusha
4 Nuclein-bases
a lingam: Representing the axis of the Earth
2 kinds of deities: devas and asuras, representing the Moon nodes Rahu-Ketu creating
the
evolutionary cycle on Earth

In my opinion the picture above shows the most important components in building-up morphic fields,
which I would like now to explain in a couple of sentences.
The Neutrinos coming from the sun are travelling through space. But this space is not empty. It is full
of morphic particles. The neutrinos and the morphic particles build up the basic structure of the
morphic field.
If a neutrino is travelling through a planet, the information which is inside the matter of the planet is
passed on to the neutrinos, so that a morphic Information structure of the planet is built up. This can
be seen as a hologram which carries the blueprint of the whole planet.
Examples: morphic information structures of our planet Earth:
The zodiac

Source: wiki.astro.com

The Kalachakra

Wheel of Change

Source: de.Wikipedia.org
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Code-Sun/Genetics

Source: de.Wikipedia.org

The morphic particle
The morphic particle is the smallest Information carrier of the morphic field.
This particle processes the information coming from the neutrino stream according to
the laws of mathematics, informatics and holy geometry.
The picture below on the right side shows the morphic particle from its basic structure, which is
similar to the Vastu-Purusha with its cardinal points:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vastu_shastra#Vastu_Purusha_Mandala

In the middle of Vastu is Brahma. Brahma means creation. This is also in the centre of the morphic
particle and carries the particle´s information.
Vastu-Purusha-Mandala

basic structure of a morphic particle

The morphic particle is present throughout the whole universe and it contains the complete blueprint
of the cosmos. This blueprint is implemented in the morphic field according to the laws of
mathematics, informatics and geometry.
Mathematics, Informatics and Geometry.
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Symbolic illustration of the morphic particle
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In my opinion the reason why scientists believe the world is created out of a super symmetric law
called SUSY lies in the fact that the morphic particle (dark matter) creates the world according to the
laws of Vastu which have their own laws of symmetry and these laws of symmetry are shown by the
Wheel of Change.

Source: en.wikipedia.org

There are several different illustrations of the Wheel of Change. But the best one which I found to
describe my hypothesis is from the Chinese Emperor Fu Xi because it shows for me the best laws of
symmetry:
1. Each line of a Hexagram has two states: One Yin state and one Yang state.
2. Each Hexagram has in its direct opposition its inverted form.
Therefore it demonstrates the best form of symmetry in that sense.
There are also some similarities to Hindu Mythology, because according to Fu Xi tradition the I Ching was found on the back of a turtle that
emerged from a river. This is very similar to the churning of the ocean of milk (from Hindu mythology), where Kurma (the tortoise) arises.
But this is explained later in detail.

In its centre lies the TaiJi Symbol, which I believe stands for the law of change. It was created out of
WuJi which in my opinion stands for Ananta Shesha[2].
Yoga says that:




The world is an illusion, created by Lord Brahma. This means that the symmetry of the wheel
of Change is not the root of creation. The root is Brahma and lies in the centre of the wheel.
The universe is created out of resonance. Whereas I believe that Brahma is a self-preserving
resonance phenomenon.
We live in the world of the Maya, which is often referred to as the world of illusion, but
etymologically the word Maya also means ´to measure´[1]. In my opinion modern science is
very close to bringing the capability to measure the world of illusion to its perfection. SUSY is
a part of the process to find the truth but it is not the truth itself.

In my opinion dark matter (the morphic particle) contains the blueprint of the universe including the
fundamental constants of nature, whereas the ratio of these constants to each other were caused by
the rupture of the cosmic egg[3]. Dark matter can be seen as the shell of the cosmic egg which broke
after the Big Bang into two parts, whereas one part created the physical world according to the laws
of Vastu and the other part created souls.
So this means that sooner or later SUSY will be inadequate to explain the cause of reality.
[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maya_(illusion)
[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shesha
[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_egg#Vedic_mythology
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What could be the nature of Brahma?




In Hindu mythology I couldn´t find any hint of the nature of Brahma.
A popular myth is that Brahma the creator of the world emerged out of the Navel of Vishnu[1]
while Vishnu was resting on Ananta Shesha, the king of all serpents. It is said when Ananta
Shesha uncoils time moves forward and creation takes place.[2]
In Vastu the centre of creation is called: Brahmasthan and it is the holiest and most powerful
place in the centre of a space.

So far it is not really clear what the nature of Brahma is. I assume it is a self-sustaining resonance
phenomenon coming out of a primordial form of morphic energy (~ Ananta Shesha) and this effect
creates a stable but continuously growing space time continuum so that according to the laws of
Vastu creation can take place within. This resonance phenomenon is mystically described by the BijaMantra LAM of the Muladhara Chakra. The only thing that I as a non-scientist found which at least
somewhat fitted my assumptions would be the hypothetical gravitational waves[3] of Astrophysics.
[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahma
[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananta_Shesha
[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gravitational_wave
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Types of morphic particles
Depending on the location, I differentiate between three types:
1. Free morphic particle:
(possible candidate for Hot Dark Matter, Neutrinos)

Is always outside of physical bodies and builds up with the Neutrinos the morphic field.

The colour filled octagon in the middle, represents the stored information within the
morphic particle.
2. Unbound morphic particle:
(possible candidate for Warm Dark Matter)

Basically the same as the free morphic particle but it is always inside physical bodies, located
in the space between the atoms. It builds up the Information structure inside the body.
Whereas the information of the bounded particle is passed on via morphic harmony.
The influence of Rahu[1] should be visible here.

3. Bounded morphic particle:
(possible candidate for Cold Dark Matter)

Is always in the atom. And it carries the information of the atom itself.
For the bounded morphic particle, I chose the following symbol:

The symbol shows the octagon of the morphogenesis within the atom.
The circle in the middle stands for the sleeping Kundalini-Shakti

A glossary of Yoga Philosophy Terms:
Kundalini means consciousness.
Morphic harmony means awakened consciousness.
Kundalini-Shakti is the force of awareness which manifests if morphic harmony occurs.

[1] Rahu should not be equated with the northern moon-node. (Explanation see later)
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Construction of the morphic field
The following picture shows the schematic construction of the morphic field:
NW/Air

SW/Earth

NO/Water

SO/Fire

The morphic field is built up according to the laws of Vastu.
Each particle is intertwined directly with other particles and can transmit any of information.
Due to the ability of the morphic particle to store information, the morphic field also builds the
nature memory (Akasha-Records).
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Neutrinos: Information carrier inside the morphic field
Neutrinos carry the information within the morphic field.
The 3 types of neutrinos (Electron-, Myon-,Tau-Neutrino) represent:



Within the field, the 3 Gunas: Rajas, Tamas, Sattvas
Within physical things, the 3 Doshas: Vata, Pitta and Kapha

Since neutrinos do have a mass they can interact with the morphic particle and so they are able to
process information within the morphic field.
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Function of the morphic field
The morphic particle collects the information (in flow-direction) coming from the neutrino stream
and stores it.
Neutrinos coming from the sun

Planet B
Information B

Planet A
Information A

Information B inside the morphic
field

Mixed information A & B

Neutrinostream
inside the morphic field
The neutrinos in the middle of the neutrino-stream take over the information from
their neighbours and create mixed information according to the laws of mathematics,
informatics and geometry.
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Morphic energy and morphic harmony
Morphic energy is the Kundalini Shakti of the cosmos. Kundalini means consciousness.
It is present in the whole cosmos and also inside each atom but it is dormant.
Influence of Morphic energy on the expansion of the universe.
An important principle of physics says that:
Energy is the capacity for performing work.
Whereas modern physics always connects work with emission of radiation. (= releasing of
kilocalories)
Morphic energy is like normal energy, meaning capable of doing work but with a big difference.
It does not emit radiation therefore morphic energy remains ´dark´ to our senses.
Morphic energy can be equated with dark energy. It moves space, and space moves the gravity fields
of galaxies. Therefore the cosmos is expanding.
Influence of morphic harmony during the creation of spiral galaxies:
The galactic centre contains the awakened Kundalini-Shakti
Therefore the morphic particles around the galaxies create a permanent harmony, so that
morphogenesis continuously takes place. Due to the effect of morphic harmony, morphic energy is
transferred directly into motion energy, which leads to the effect that the stars on the edge of a
galaxy move faster than according to Kepler´s laws.

Morphic energy

Regarding dark matter, I see 3 possibilities:
1. Dark matter is the morphic particle. It resides in each atom.
Its ´signature´ should be a square or an octagon and it contains in its centre the plan of
creation. -> ~Cold Dark Matter

2. Dark matter is an effect which appears if the morphic particle and the neutrino stream of the
stars create morphic harmony. -> ~Warm Dark Matter
I assume, that dark energy sees only the centre of the galaxy and its space curvature and not
the single stars around it. They both have a direct correlation to each other. The shapes of
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the galaxies (with their morphic particles) including the neutrinos emitted from the stars
create a morphic Information structure.
If the information structure contains harmonic patterns it becomes visible to the Shakti in the
galactic centre and creates a morphic harmony so that dark energy is directly converted into
motion energy.
This would also explain why the Hexagon and not the Octagon-form in molecule structures
occurs more often. The Hexagon is the result of morphic harmony.
Morphic harmony (= Warm dark matter?)
produces out of the 8-sided morphic particle
the hexagon shaped molecule structure.

Case 2 demonstrates several things:
1. Neither dark matter nor the morphic particle can be proven directly. If a matter particle
is destroyed, the effect of dark matter also disappears.
2. The dark matter effect only manifests around galaxies. The solar systems themselves
don´t have enough gravity to create sufficient space curvature within the solar system
itself, so they remain invisible that effect, meaning Kundalini remains dormant.
3. The strength of the dark matter effect depends on the number of harmonic-structures
within the shape of a galaxy. This also means that the shape of the galaxy describes the
relation between dark matter and mass of the galaxy.
(mdarkmatter / mgalaxy) ~ shape of galaxy

Additionally:


A group of researchers from Princeton University think that dark matter
influences the Earth´s velocity of orbit. Leading to a maximum every year around
May/June.
http://www.spektrum.de/news/der-sog-der-sonne/1220855
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.011301

If (!) this effect proves to be caused by morphic harmony (WDM) than additional
periodical fluctuations every couple of years should also occur.
Caused by planetary cycles e.g. 18.6 years (Rahu), ~8 years (Rahu/Jupiter) or 7 years (minerals within Earth)

If Astrophysicists observe such a phenomenon than this would
be for me a direct proof of my Hypothesis including my assumption that warm
dark matter is an effect created by morphic harmony.


During my work on this hypothesis I came across the audio-book of
Rüdiger Vaas Kosmologie: Unheimliche Dunkle Materie.
There it is said that dark matter occurs in dwarf-galaxies much more often than
in spiral-galaxies. This confused me at the beginning, because I thought it would
be vice versa. But since dwarf-galaxies can be found very often around larger
galaxy group this effect could be caused by superposition of morphic harmony.
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This point is not really necessary to understand the morphic field hypothesis, but
rather to understand how I would explain the unequal distribution of dark
matter within the universe.
3. Both Cases (Case 1 and 2) apply together:
Within atoms dark matter is the morphic particle, containing the plan of creation.
Its ´signature´ is a square or octagon.

Around molecules and galaxies dark matter is an effect created from morphic harmony.
Its ´signature´ is a hexagon.

This is similar to the mixed dark matter hypothesis of astrophysics, whereas one part of it is
created by harmony.
My personal view:
I think that case 3 applies.
Yoga-Philosophy postulates that things in the Muladhara Chakra can never be seen directly.
The first thing we see from our world is the level of Svadhistana – represents a lotus with 6 petals,
showing the hexagonal structure of morphic harmony.
So therefore I believe that the complete mass of dark matter is created by morphic harmony and the
mass of WIMPs[1] (HDM + CDM), whereas morphic harmony (=WDM) is described by an oscillation
equation.
mdark = mHDM + mCDM + mWDM
mdark = complete mass of dark matter.
mHDM = mass of Hot Dark Matter, Neutrinos
mCDM = mass of Cold Dark Matter
mWDM = mass of Warm Dark Matter (=effect of dark matter) created by morphic harmony
Oscillation-equation:
mWDM ~ Vspace curvature, mgalaxy ,Shape of galaxy
I see a spiral-galaxy as a tuning fork, where its centre is the fork itself. The space curvature around it
creates the resonance body. The morphic field is the transmission medium, creating the dark matter
halo out of dark energy within the laws of morphic harmony.
[1] Weakly Interacting Massive Particles
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The Millennium Simulation shows how strong the correlation between shape forming and dark
matter is:
http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/galform/press/
This simulation shows how the dark matter influences the form of the universe.

Source: mpa-garching.mpg.de

Dark matter effect: Created out of harmony by morphic-particles.
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The Morphic information structure
The morphic Information structure is created when neutrinos travel through a solid body. As
previously mentioned, in each atoms is a bounded morphic particle. This carries the information of
the matter itself. If neutrinos are travelling through the body, this information is passed on to the
unbounded morphic particles.
This means, that every morphic particle within the body (regardless if bound or unbound) carries the
information of the whole body. This creates the morphic information structure of the body. It is
always inside the physical body.
If the neutrino stream has passed through that morphic information structure, the information is
passed on (in flow direction) within the morphic field and treated accordingly.
Examples:
Information structure of a physical body in general

Complete information structure
of the solid body
Unbounded morphic-particle
receives the information of the bounded
particle within the atom.

Bounded morphic-particle
Is in each atom and carries the blueprint
of the matter.
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Further example: Information structure of human-life
The Vastu-Purusha is the God of creation. God created mankind out of his own image.
The image is the Vastu-Purusha-Mandala which in my opinion represents in its completeness the
Code-Sun of genetics.

The picture above shows the Vastu-Purusha-Mandala in its completeness with the 64 Hexagrams
from the Book of Change.
Several authors have written books about the similarities between the I Ching and Genetics:
Martin Schönberger: I Ching and the Genetic Code: The Hidden Key to Life
Katya Walter: Tao of Chaos: Merging East and West: DNA and the I Ching - Unlocking the Code of the Universe
Johnson F. Yan: DNA and the I Ching: The Tao of Life

From my understanding, the Code-Sun of Genetics represents the morphic Information structure of
human life. It lies in the Muladhara Chakra and is depicted by the 4 Petals which stand for the 4 most
important nuclein bases.
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Hindu Mythology and morphic fields
Hinduism is full of mystical stories about creation of the universe.
This is my personal interpretation regarding creation of the universe according to Hindu-Mythology:
Vishnu created the universe with all its galaxies out of Brahmanda, the cosmic egg:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahmanda
or also translated as expanding egg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_egg#Vedic_mythology

And indeed our cosmos is shaped like an egg and it´s expanding.

Source: en.wikipedia.org

After he finished, he fell asleep:

Source: de.wikipedia.org

Picture showing the: Sleeping Vishnu, Budhanilkantha
When Vishnu breathes (dark energy) the cosmos expand.
The centre of the galaxy represents the Vishnu-Nabhi, where from it Brahma (centre of VastuPurusha) is born.

Source: en.wikipedia.org

Picture showing Brahma, coming out of a lotus flower suddenly sprang from Vishnu’s navel.
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Brahma-Nabhi is represented by the axis of the Earth currently pointing to the polar star.
The stars in the sky represent Surya.
With its neutrinos (the 3 Gunas) they build a morphic field where our soul resides within.

Source: harekrsna.de

Surya with his chariot and the 7 horses describe the human soul on its journey.
The Aruna - the chariot driver stands for Chinta-Mani (our intellect)
The seven horses stand for the seven rainbow colours.
The chariot has a wheel with 12 spokes showing the Kala Purusha.
The Kala Purusha seems to have several meanings:
1. Purusha means ´man´ therefore I think that the 12 spokes show the
assignment to body regions via the 12 star constellations
2. The 12 parts also build the bedrock for the journey of our soul: the house system.
The house system can be seen as Newton´s colour circle, with 12 different colour tones.
According to the laws of harmony the 7 rainbow colours within the 12 colour tones determine the
Karma.
Please Note: The specific meaning of Chakras (despite of Muladhara) is not covered by this
Hypothesis.
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The Muladhara Chakra shows that our Earth is in the centre of creation (Brahma).

Source: wiki.yoga-vidya.de

The coiled snake around the lingam represents Vasuki (Kundalini) and how it is used to churn the sea
of milk.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_of_milk
The 2 deities stand for Devas and Asuras, the 2 moon nodes: Ketu and Rahu and how they drive the
creation of life forms on Earth within the neutrino ocean of our galaxy.
The sea of milk stands for the neutrino sea within our galaxy, the Milky-Way.
The lingam stands for the axis of the Earth.
The 4 petals (= 4 cardinal directions) represent the turtle Kurma on whose mount Meru (planet
Earth) stands.
The 3 Types of neutrinos are shown as a triangle and represent the 3 Doshas of creation:
Vata, Pitta, Kapha.
The crystal on the forehead of the elephant is Mula-Prakriti and represents the root of Brahma
(creation).
The white elephant with its seven trunks stands for Airavata:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Airavata
Additionally he is the chief of the 8 diggajas (= 4 cardinal directions + 4 heads of Brahma)
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diggaja
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guardians_of_the_directions
The elephant´s seven trunks stand for the 7 mineral structures of Earth:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineral_structure#Lattice_systems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crystal_systems#Crystal_classes
If Brahma comes in contact with the neutrinos it creates 7 morphic harmonics
Examples of the 7 morphic harmonics:
the 7 days of the week
the 7 minerals,
the 7 tones of music
the 7 dhatus of Ayurveda
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The complete picture of Samudra manthan (the churning in the sea of milk):
It shows how devas and asuras (Rahu-Ketu) bring up Kurma (the turtle) out of the ocean with its 8
elephants by using the serpent Vasuki (Kundalini).

Airavata with its seven trunks
calling for the soul to come

Picture shows again the similarities to Vastu-Purusha Mandala.
Dhatus, Genes and Ayurveda:
A couple of years ago I attended a course in Ayurveda and there I had the impression that people try
to compare the Dhatus either with physical tissues of the body, the genes or the chromosomes.
I believe that the dhatus have nothing to do with these parts. In my understanding the genes
represent the tuning fork (our body), whereas the 7 dhatus are timbres of the tuning fork. For
functioning of life itself, it makes no difference whether the tuning fork is tuned or not, as long as its
physical function is given, life is sustained. That’s the reason I think why modern societies know a lot
of acute about diseases but are deeply struggling with chronic diseases.
The difference lies in our awareness. After around 6 months of pregnancy, the Pituitary gland is
activated – meaning the tuning fork is tuned now and creates seven tone colours. These tone colours
attract a soul (within the morphic field). The soul is looking for bliss. It is automatically attracted by
that body which gives the soul its best chances to find deliverance through bliss. The physical part of
bliss is harmony expressed by well-being. When the soul starts its incarnation process within the
mother’s womb, the patterns of the past karma are transferred to the subconscious, making the
metabolism of the body to create the individual face, hands and so on. In this way the body is
prepared for its karmic tasks in the upcoming life.
After birth the orbiting Rahu immediately interrupts the Kundalini in the body, which leads to the
effect that the awareness about our past lives and spirituality is lost after birth. [1]

[1] I got this information from an Indian Vedic astrologer, a couple of years ago.
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In order to keep the relation between the soul (the house-system) and its body (zodiac) constant
throughout the entire life time, nature is using a trick. It uses the position of the planets at the time
of birth as a clear marker for the relationship between the soul and its body. By doing this also an
archetype is also created. We have free will, so we can do what we want but we cannot decide by
our free will how our psyche tries to handle the happenings of each day, meaning that we dream
during the night.
The second problem lies within the karma of society, which now days creates the most problems in
my opinion. A new born is deeply influenced from its environment e.g. family, school, the media,
politics and so on. Wrong education leads to the effect that the body, with its metabolism has to
adapt to it in order to avoid problems. This adaption process mostly takes place when we are
sleeping. This time it is the intellect which transfers the images of the day into the subconscious. The
subconscious is now using these images in order to adapt the metabolism of the body so that it can
better handle certain situations in the future. This is a very important process because it ensures
better survival, but it has a very huge disadvantage. The more disharmonic experiences a person has,
the more the body has to adapt, meaning that the qualities of the dhatus get worse and worse. The
more the quality of dhatus are worsened the more neurological pathways (= timbres of the tuning
fork) are shut down in the brain.
Essence of the Dhatus:
Biophotons [1] are in my hypothesis the best candidate to explain the essence of Dhatus, because of
several reasons:








The elephant Airavata is standing on the code sun of genetics. So in my terms the metabolism
produces the Dhatus as a byproduct and not vice versa. Dhatus are not really responsible for the
physical function of life itself. The body is also working when we are sleeping or when we are mentally
absent, but
The Dhatus are relevant for the incarnation of a soul, and
Once a soul has been incarnated, they nurture the Annamaya Kosha of the soul, so that
The soul can differentiate between pleasant and unpleasant things through the senses of the body.
The fact that Dhatus don´t have their functions within the genes can also be explained in a different
way. In modern physics the soul does not exist anymore and therefore modern nutritional science
refers only to the diet of the physical body. This means that they don´t differentiate much between
frozen foods and fresh food. Since fresh food emits biophotons it is a better way to keep a healthy
balance between the soul, the body and its psyche.

In order to fulfil karma, awareness must be kept as high as possible during ones whole life.
This is how I explain the Dhatus in this hypothesis.
The possibility for Ayurveda and Vastu:
The rules of Ayurveda try to protect the Dhatus so that awareness is given throughout our lifetime.
Therefore it is also protecting us against negative influences coming from the karma of society
(diseases of civilization, chronic diseases and so on…)
I hope that this hypothesis of morphic fields brings scientific progress to Ayurveda and Vastu, so that
better treatments or protection against chronic diseases can be found.

[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biophoton
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Similarities with Chinese Mythology:


WuJi means something like: ´that which has no Pole´, ´which is non-polar´ or ´limitless´.[1]
According to my understanding of the WuJi the 5 Phases of Transformation emerged and these created the TaiJi:
the beginning of the world with its Supreme Polarity called Ying/Yang[2]. This principle of Polarity can often be
found in Hindu mythology as Asuras[3] (demons) and Devas[4] (gods).



Daodejing says[5]:
The Way gave birth to Unity, Unity gave birth to Duality, Duality gave birth to Trinity, Trinity gave birth to the
myriad creatures.
1.

The Way gave birth to unity:
In my opinion WuJi is the equivalent of Ananta Shesha[6] depicted by an enclosed circle

where Lord Vishnu lies enclosed within.
In its complete view it shows the unborn universe meaning Brahmanda, the cosmic egg.
Astrophysics: ~singularity before the Big Bang.
2.

Unity gave birth to Duality:
By the appearance of Shiva Lingam (the astral symbol in the Muladhara Chakra) this unity was separated into
duality.

Astrophysics: ~ emergence of space-time and matter.
Ananta Shesha uncoiled and time started to move forward:

Astrophysics: ~ spontaneous symmetry breaking of the primordial force, starting with
creation of gravity and strong nuclear force.
Brahma with his 4 heads emerged from the navel of Vishnu
(the circle with the uncoiling snake within).

From now on creation of our physical world from Duality takes place.
In Hindu mythology the four faces of Brahma symbolise the 4 Vedas[7] where I believe in
this case they represent the laws of the 4 fundamental forces of nature which originally emerged from
primordial force[8].
Astrophysics: ~ split of weak and electromagnetic force; creation of the first atomic nuclei.

[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuji_(philosophy)
[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taiji_(philosophy)
[3]http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asuras
[4]http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deva_(Hinduism)
[5] an excerpt from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_creation_myth
[6] Antana means like WiJi – limitless: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananta_(infinite)
[7] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brahma
[8] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_the_universe
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3.

Duality gave birth to Trinity:
The Trinity stands for the trigrams of the Bagua[1].

Astrophysics: ~380,000 years after the Big Bang, the neutral gas, Hydrogen was formed [6].






The arrangements of the trigrams show in my opinion the mystical Mount Meru [2] from its
top-view (the lotus) where Lord Brahma resides.
The 3 Yang and the 3 Yin lines stand for Vasuki[5] (the world serpent) who is used by Rahu and
Ketu to ensure the evolutionary process of matter within the universe (construction of
molecular compounds etc.) according to the laws of Vastu.
All these trigrams create the 8 guardians of directions [3], who ensure that the resonance
phenomenon (=Lord Brahma) is preserved and self-sustained.
The laws of Vastu exist within the Atom and are able to create a morphic field.

In my opinion the symbol as a whole shows the completely emerged Shiva Lingam from its top-view in
the Muladhara Chakra.
4.

Trinity gave birth to the myriad creatures:
In our solar system, the evolutionary process of matter came to its peak of perfection, so that on
Earth life forms were created and made it possible for souls to be incarnated.

Image shows the code sun of genetics with its 64 Hexagrams from the I-Ching[4].

[1] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bagua
[2] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Meru
[3] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guardians_of_the_directions
[4] http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Codesonne
[5] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vasuki
[6] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chronology_of_the_universe
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Presumptions of morphic influences:
Despite the seeming credibility of this theory,
currently I can only confirm the effect of morphic influence on two people with Crohn´s Disease.
(see Case example – Crohn´s Disease)

Therefore on the following pages I would like to present some examples where I presume the
influence of morphic fields can be found.
I think the best way is to study the influences of lunar- and solar eclipses and on plants, insects and
form-shaping processes (such as crystallisation).
The following articles demonstrate that eclipses are the best candidates to observe morphic field
influences:
http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/1999/ast05aug99_1/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3053514/
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Presumption A: Influence on spontaneous synchronicity
A thought-experiment with two pendulum clocks seems the best way to show the possible influence
of morphic fields on spontaneous synchronicity.
The first picture below shows 2 pendulum clocks, which are asynchronous to each other. Due to the
effect of very weak coupling, these 2 clocks run in synchronicity after time x has passed.

Picture 1: Both clocks are running in synch after time x has passed.
x is the average time which passes until both clocks run in synch.
z is the distance between the 2 clocks. It must be chosen in a way that overlaps of both clock´s
influence range are attained.
The following picture shows the same thought-experiment but this time during a total solar eclipse.

Picture 2: Since the morphic field during a total solar-eclipse is very different than normal, this should
lead to the effect, that the average-time until synchronicity occurs is very different than under
normal conditions.
Presumption B: Brownian molecular motion
The next possibility I see to observe the influence of morphic fields exists in the
Brownian molecular motion during a total solar eclipse. The influence of morphic fields could
be high enough to influence molecular motion.
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Presumption C: Behaviour of nocturnal plants, insects during a lunar-eclipse
Example: fire flies
An additional possibility to observe the influence of morphic fields is the
Influence on rhythmical synchrony of fire-flies during a total lunar eclipse. The phenomenon of
spontaneous synchronisation is well known in nature.
Male fire-flies synchronise their glow patterns when they are close to each other, so that they
blink in unison. This increases the possibility of being seen by a female partner.

The picture above shows behaviour of fire-flies under normal conditions.
During a total lunar eclipse the morphic field undergoes a change so I hypothesise that the
behaviour of fire-flies could be influenced.

The picture above shows possible changed behaviour of fire-flies during a total lunar-eclipse
Presumption D: Chemical reactions with colloidal silver during a lunar-eclipse
http://journal.borderlandsciences.org/1998/lunar-influence-on-the-electrochemical-production-of-colloidal-silver/

Presumption E: Behaviour of reptiles/insects/mammalians during a solar/lunar eclipse
In my opinion reptiles or insects are the best species of animals to study the influence of morphic
fields. They seem to have the most sensitive senses. Certain reptiles could probably react to eclipses.
To keep physical influences of the eclipse as low as possible, I consider animals who live in nests,
caves, hills and underground (like Termites, Ants[1], ....).
Somebody told me that Ants for instance look hours before heavy rain comes.
Elephants for instance are very sensitive animals. They can perceive Earth-quakes hours before they
take place. Such a phenomenon can of course also be explained by micro-vibrations of the Earth.
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Presumption F: Influences of sun-rises
In Yoga it is well known that the hour before sun-rise is very special.
It is called Brahma Muhurta. (Time of Brahma)
Presumption G: The working of family constellations
The working of family constellations also has a part in causing morphic fields. Additionally the aura of
the person/group plays a very important part, because it gives the information within the
constellated field an active role.
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Astrology and morphic fields
With morphic fields, the basics of astrology can be explained.
Here is a short summary of how I think Western astrology works.
The 7 planets:
During the creation of our planetary systems, the morphic information structure of the planetary
system were imprinted into the crystal-lattice of mineral.
Seven of them are very important. The seven days a week of our calendar-system seem to have its
origin in this. Additionally this influence can also be found in the circaseptan rhythm of
chronobiology:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circaseptan
http://www.msi.umn.edu/~halberg/introd/cs.html

Cardinal, fix, mutable:
The 3 different types of neutrinos have left their ´signature´ in the 3 types of rocks:
Igneous
Sedimentary and
Metamorphic rocks
These 3 rock-types stand for the expressions: cardinal, fix and mutable.
see: Dr. Paul Harry Tobler – Mineralien und Astrologie

The western Zodiac:
Shows the morphic information structure of Earth minerals.

The 3 basic properties of the zodiac:
Cardinal (Pitta): Metamorphic rocks
Fix (Kapha): Igneous rocks
Mutable (Vata): Sedimentary rocks
These three properties from the link between the zodiac and the morphic
field of the planetary system
Ruler Signs:
The Ruler Signs stand for resonance-amplifications which can occur
between the zodiac and the morphic planetary field of our solar system
12 tropical signs:
Represent the quint-circle of western music
(see musicologist Stephan Mickisch – Tonarten und Sternzeichen)
7 classical planets
represent the 7 tones of western music: Do Re Mi Fa So La Si
the 7 dhatus and so on….

The positions of the planets in the zodiac itself show the expected influence of the morphicplanetary-field in correlation to the information structure of Earth minerals.
Conjunction, Opposition, Trine describes the expected morphic harmony within the information
structure of Earth minerals. The western zodiac symbolically shows the laws of music and not the 12
star signs (Kala Purusha).
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Zodiac and human-being:
During the evolution of life on Earth these Information structures were imprinted in life forms.

Source: de.wikipedia.org

The zodiac also represents 12 areas within the human body which is connected via minerals to the
Information structure of the Earth-minerals (Zodiac). This can also be seen as the collective
unconsciousness. Due to the identical information structure, life forms and planet are linked with
each other within the morphic field.
At the time of birth the planetary information is stored in the human unconsciousness in order to
set inner-clocks. These inner-clocks organize chrono biological processes to ensure that correct
development is guaranteed throughout decades.
For example:


Human development-processes influenced by Saturn:
Childhood: 0-14 years
Youth: 14-21 years (-> puberty crisis)
young adult: 21-29 years
adult: 29+ years (-> quarter life crisis)



Also Uranus-cycle is influencing human development:
Mid-Life Crisis: 42 years (= Uranus opposition)

The ecliptic:
I see two reasons why the ecliptic is the reference-plane for astrology.


The Moon nodes lie directly on this plane and form the Vastu Purusha Mandala for Earth.
(=Code-Sun of Genetics).
Information is referred to the ecliptic-plane because it is like the surface of a lake. It doesn´t
matter if a planet is above or below the surface. Its image is always mirrored on the surface
of the ecliptic-plane. This functionality seems to come from a law of Vastu.



Since the sun produces the most parts of the neutrino stream, the neutrino-density is at its
highest rates at the ecliptic plane.

The Moon nodes:
They are physically non-existent, but they exist in Vastu and there they have a very important role.
As mentioned above they form the Vastu-Purusha-Mandala and therefore they give the ecliptic
plane its basic-function, in which Earth is in its centre.
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The Moon nodes are the only astrological planets which also take in morphic energy and so morphic
harmony can occur if the law of harmonics apply within the information structure.
Rahu:
Rahu should not be equated with the northern moon-node. Rahu is a part of Vastu-Purusha and it is
present everywhere!
Only in the case of Astrology, the northern moon-node takes over the role of Rahu.
Around a molecule, Rahu is represented possibly by something else.
This difference must be clearly understood, otherwise people might mistakenly believe that the
astrological Moon nodes do influence processes within atoms.
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Influence of morphic Fields on chronic diseases
If a person has a chronic disease, the pattern of the disease can also manifest in the morphic
information structure of the person (Birth-Radix). Since the Information structure of the being is
always part of the Information structure of Earth (Zodiac), life forms and Earth are always in contact
with each other.
If an orbiting planet is moving to a certain position within the Zodiac, it can accidentally create an
effect of disharmony with the Birth-Radix of the person itself.
This leads to the effect that the Bio-Rhythm of the person is distorted and the immune system starts
to react.

The picture above shows the unconscious connection between the Birth-Radix of a human being and
the Zodiac of the Earth. If disharmonies occur within this section symptoms of a chronic disease can
occur.
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Influence of Society on chronic diseases:
This is a very important part of the hypothesis which I briefly want to mention, because it helps
understand why effects of rhythms within the morphic field normally cannot be seen.
The morphic planetary field is just an Information structure and it does not have Kundalini Energy,
meaning an Aura.



Within objects the Kundalini Shakti is dormant meaning that it does not build up an aura
around the object itself. It only creates the information structure within the object.
Within life forms Kundalini Shakti is in an awakened phase, so life forms have awareness and
an aura around the body.

This inevitably leads to the question of what the aura actually consists.
In my understanding it consists out of Kundalini Energy, meaning dark energy of the cosmos.
This explains why an aura cannot be measured with established scientific devices, but it can be seen
by the immortal soul through the Third Eye.
Since life-forms do have an aura, they build a morphic group field when they form a collective,
which means that a morphic group field of life-forms has two parts:



a morphic information structure which develops the culture and genes
an Aura which causes the group dynamics.

These two parts build the collective unconsciousness of a society.
The group-aura of the family, company and society influences the development of a chronic disease
much more than the planetary information field.
Since we are not aware of our own aura, we are also not aware of the influence which society has on
us. This makes it difficult for us to see if an influence coming from society has a negative effect on
our health.
Therefore chronic diseases caused by society definitely outnumber the effect of planetary rhythms.
This must be kept in mind, in case somebody wants to seek planetary rhythms within chronic
diseases.
Example:
During an online discussion among astrologers I found such a phenomenon:
An Astrologer told me that her child and her husband had the first relapse of Crohn´s Disease
at the same time. Such a phenomenon in my opinion could be caused by the morphic group field. In
such a case a family constellation should bring relief of symptoms. If this is the case than it would be
a hint that such an accumulation within a family was influenced by a morphic group field and possibly
not by the planetary information field.
If my hypothesis is correct than relapses of Crohn´s Disease among identical twins could occur at the
same time. This for instance would be evidence of the influence of morphic fields.
Additionally, if the time of birth has an influence throughout our whole lifes (which I assume), than
such a phenomenon among twins can also occur when they live in different places.
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Case example Crohn´s Disease
See document: Case_Example_Crohn´s_Disease_v1_en.docx
Regarding: observed single case:
The example showed that,



An influence of the Moon nodes and Mars does exist and can cause a relapse.
The time of birth does have an influence throughout our whole lifetimes.

Regarding: Online Survey:
The online survey brought up some additional proof. It seems to me that especially people with
Crohn´s disease born in July 1971 in general tend to have relapses every ~18 years (Rahu cycle).
Also the phenomenon that relapses occur in regular time patterns (6 months, 2 years etc.)
was observed several times. But such phenomena remain quite rare. (~1800 read my posts)
So this means that a relapse caused by morphic disharmony is possibly an exception. A survey among
astrologers with Crohn´s disease could clarify how often this phenomenon occurs among sick people,
especially when they were born in July 1971.
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Astrology:


Statistical analysis:

The statistical analysis shows a slight anomaly in the waveform among people with
Crohn´s disease which provisionally supports a serious background of astrology.
But a statistical coincidence cannot be excluded so far.
For a final result more birth dates of people with Crohn´s Disease are needed.


Predictions:

Astrological prediction methods couldn´t clearly prove their scientifically seriousness for me.
To get a final answer on this question, I tried to organize in the last months a survey among
Astrologers Associations in order to find out how often Crohn´s Disease occurs among their
members and how well they can predict the course of their own disease, but all attempts to
organize such a survey failed.
Therefore Astrology should not be used so far to analyse the course of Crohn´s Disease.
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A few words regarding: Morphic resonance and Quantum physics


Morphic resonance (Rupert Sheldrake)
As far as I understand Rupert Sheldrake´s hypothesis of morphic resonance basically refers
recurring events from the past. This would be a very specific phenomenon of morphic
harmony. Harmony occurs within the morphic field according to the laws of music.
If a key on a grand piano is pressed softly so that no sound is created and one additional key
is struck, which has a harmonic relationship to the pressed key, automatically the sound of
the pressed key also occurs.
In relation to morphic resonance this means that the pressed key represents the genetic
influence of the ancestors.
Normally these influences don´t do anything, because our ancestors passed away a long time
ago. So this note has ended, but since their strategies to survive developed through
evolution, their influence is stored in the genes of the current generation, like a pressed key
on a piano. When a life form is confronted with a situation which is similar to an ´old note´,
morphic harmony occurs and provokes ancestral inherited behaviour.
The genes build the resonance body of the piano, wherein the phenomenon occurs.
The phenomenon which I observed in one person with Crohn´s Disease is in my opinion an
example of Sheldrake´s morphic resonance.
Whereas a genetic predisposition represents the pressed key falsely resonating within its
environment, which in this specific case was the morphic field of our solar system.
I imagine that such phenomena are largely caused by morphic fields within the immediate
environment of sick people such as:
Family, Culture, School, Religion, Work environment and so on and not by the morphic field of
the solar system.
However, even if I think that such a case is an example of Sheldrake´s morphic resonance in
this hypothesis I only discuss morphic disharmony in order to avoid confusion. I hope that
further discussions will help to develop a clear terminology.



Quantum-physics:
From time to time I read that Astrologers think that quantum physics can explain the
phenomena of Astrology. As this Hypothesis shows, Astrology is based on the laws of
morphic fields and doesn´t have anything to do with quantum-physics!
There may be some common points[1] but basically the morphic field Hypothesis stands
completely on its own.

[1] I imagine that specific cases of morphic harmony influence the placement probability of electrons within molecular orbitals.
So in such a case morphic harmony links our physical world and the world of morphic fields.
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Summary
Morphic particle:
(dark matter, WIMPs)

These particles are present in the entire cosmos and include the laws of
Mathematics, Informatics and holy geometry.
Each atom contains a morphic particle.
Morphic fields:
Morphic fields are built up by the morphic particle and the neutrinos according to the laws of Vastu.
Neutrinos:
The neutrino stream is transfers the information in the morphic field.
Morphic Information structure s:
Are inside each physical body.
This structure is created by the neutrino stream (passing through the body) and the morphic particle
inside each atom.
The structure contains the whole blueprint of the physical body.
Morphic harmony:
Is created by the laws of music inside the morphic field.
If morphic harmony occurs, Kundalini-Shakti is released.
Morphic energy:
(dark energy)

Is the Kundalini of the universe. Kundalini means consciousness. In its normal state it is dormant.
But it shows its presence when morphic harmony occurs.
Zodiac:
Is the Information structure of Earth minerals and represents the quint circle of music.
Radix:
Is the Information structure of a human being and also represents the quint circle of music.
It is provided at the time of birth in order to organise development processes by inner-clocks.
It probably also describes the way that a life form tries to process harmonic and disharmonic
experiences in life.
Planets:
The orbital period of the planets create rhythmic patterns within the morphic field.
These patterns can influence Chrono-biological development processes of life forms.
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Final questions:
Questions to the reader of this document




What is your general opinion on this hypothesis?
Do you know of a phenomenon which could additionally support this hypothesis?
Do you know a person with Crohn´s Disease born in July 1971?
If yes, did this person also have acute relapses in January 1994, in 2003 and August 2012?

Please send answers to:
Email: h_rehberger@hotmail.com
or join discussion at facebook – Group name : Morphic Fields
https://www.facebook.com/groups/27586793703/
Version info:
The latest version of this document can be found at:
isharonline.org -> Digital Library -> Integrative Theory
With best regards,
Hubert Rehberger
Signatur:

Hubert Rehberger
Hubert Rehberger (Jan 14, 2015)

E-Mail: h_rehberger@hotmail.com
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